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Working for John Maddox
John Maddox, editor of Nature from 1966–1973 and 
again from 1980–1995, died last month. What follows is a 
personal impression, a snapshot based from working as 
part of Nature’s biology team from 1981–1992.
Soon after I joined Nature as an assistant editor working 
for the biology team — responsible for picking biology 
papers for publication, as well as commissioning relevant 
reviews and advising the News and Views team and 
other editors on biology matters — I heard that the 
journal was planning to publish a special issue devoted 
to the latest developments in neuroscience. One would 
naturally imagine close involvement of the biology 
editors, particularly those with special responsibility 
for neuroscience; indeed, those editors were ready 
and waiting to offer their services. But no call came; no 
specific request was made by the man in charge, John 
Maddox, recently returned to start his second stint as 
editor. Then, not more than a week or two before the 
issue was due to come out, we heard of John’s plan: he 
flew to the US for a whirlwind tour interviewing prominent 
neuroscientists, and then returned and wrote the entire 
special issue himself, 20 pages of the journal, on a subject 
distant from his background as a theoretical chemist 
turned physicist.
Of course, he got away with it. I recall no complaints 
from neuroscientists, no-one wrote in pointing out errors of 
detail or general approach. This incident is characteristic 
of the man: he had an absolute conviction, not only that 
he could understand any area of science, but that he 
could write at length about any subject for readers who 
are expert in the field, as well as those reading for more 
general interest. And so long as there was a hard deadline 
to work to, and time enough for the writing to be physically 
possible, all would be well. As the current editor of Nature, 
Phillip Campbell has written, John had an “all-consuming 
intellect”, and to his colleagues, he was an “irresistible, 
unstoppable force”.
I think there are three important things to bear in mind 
in thinking about John: first, he was at heart a theoretical 
physicist, with typical conviction that, as someone who 
has tackled the hardest of sciences, no other could pose 
a problem; second, he had worked as a journalist, as 
science correspondent of The Manchester Guardian, and 
brought to Nature a strong journalistic approach; and 
third, despite his slightly plummy English accent, he was 
Welsh — convinced not only that he could call spirits 
from the vasty deep, but that when he did so, they would 
invariably come.
John undoubtedly had a real, deep interest in all varieties 
of science, but there was a curious tension between this 
interest and his journalistic tendencies — he is said to 
have responded, when asked how he could write on such 
a wide range of topics, that it is “because I am not afraid 
of getting things wrong”. As someone else has said, he 
was “not intimidated by facts”. I think this tension reflects 
the slightly odd, hybrid aspect of Nature itself — in part a 
Editorialscholarly journal, publishing usually rather dry accounts 
of new research in the form of the Articles and Letters, in 
part a magazine for scientists, with a variety of formats 
such as news, News and Views (the modern form of which 
I think John invented) and so on. It is not obvious from first 
principles that such a fusion would work — but it does.
He was also the editor who published the famous 
Benveniste “homeopathy” paper, and then recruited 
The Amazing Randi, a magician, and Walter Stewart, 
then an NIH investigator of scientific fraud and other 
wrong- doings, to visit Benveniste’s lab with him and see 
what was going on, how the unusual — “impossible” as 
one colleague said — results were obtained. Much has 
been written about this affair, which I think has somewhat 
unbalanced the obituaries that have been written about 
John — indeed, one went so far as to write “Perhaps the 
most noted of his accomplishments during his second 
term... was the debunking of claims that underpin the 
homeopathic movement”, which is absurd. I won’t add to 
these accounts except to say a little about the events that 
preceded publication. 
The first thing to note — which I have not seen 
mentioned anywhere — is that Benveniste’s publication 
was neither an Article nor a Letter — Nature’s two usual 
primary paper formats. Rather, if you take a look (the paper 
can easily be found via Nature’s on-line archive), it was a 
“Scientific Paper” — so far as I know, the only one Nature 
has ever published. Why was this? It was because the 
paper was not accepted in the usual way. It started as an 
ordinary submission — it came to the biology team, and 
was actually assigned to Nigel Williams, who is again my 
colleague as Current Biology’s features editor. The paper 
was refereed, and rejected, at least once. I did once peek 
into the file and recall that Benveniste’s letters appealing 
rejection were blue with strong epithets describing our 
various failings as editors (and no doubt as human beings). 
The next we in the biology team knew of the paper, it 
was out (or about to come out in a day or two): I assume 
Benveniste must have written to John to complain over 
the heads of the biology team, and that John had taken 
the decision to publish the paper. Why? In retrospect he 
has said that he did this because “there is a lot of bad 
science, and people should know about it”. No doubt his 
motives were mixed — I am sure a major factor was simply 
the desire to make a splash, particularly with something 
that would be noticed by the outside world (as it was, very 
much so). Not for a moment do I imagine John thought 
there might be something real and significant in the work. 
But having sidelined the biology team, he could hardly 
publish the paper in the formats the team is responsible 
for — that would have led at least to huge rows, possibly 
to resignations. He may also have wanted to avoid sharing 
responsibility — it was entirely his thing, and not something 
we would have to try to defend.
Another fairly well-known incident mentioned in the 
obituaries is that of the physicist who “threatened to 
immolate himself” if we did not publish his paper — cited 
to show just how keen scientists are to publish in Nature. 
This is a little misleading: the physicist mentioned was 
Stefan Marinov, a very eccentric Bulgarian “anti-relativist” 
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some request, and who eventually committed suicide 
(by the relatively mundane method of jumping down a 
staircase).
Again, I think the interesting point is somewhat different 
from what has been written. From where I sat, in the  
open-plan Nature office, I had a clear view into John’s 
office, separated from the rest of us by a partition with 
large windows. One afternoon, I could see John and 
another man stooped over some curious device. The two 
talked for the whole afternoon — the visitor was Stefan 
Marinov, come to explain to John the workings of his 
“perpetual motion device”. What was extraordinary, I think, 
is that a man so extremely busy as John, with so many 
urgent claims on his attention, would devote so much time 
to such a matter. I think it is another example of John’s 
interest in the unusual, his inclination to give time to those 
with iconoclastic views.
A more conventional manifestation of this inclination 
was John’s emphasis on the importance of “leavening” 
in the pages of Nature — that the journal should be 
made a little lighter reading by inclusion of something a 
bit quirky, such as the paper I remember calculating the 
optimal separation of the holes in a salt cellar. This is 
certainly something that made a strong impression on me 
— something I took from my years working under John at 
Nature. There may be less of an argument for leavening in 
these days of electronic publication, where many simply 
search for articles of direct interest, rather than browsing 
the whole journal; but I still think there is something to 
be said for deliberately aiming to make a journal diverse, 
to aim for each issue to have at least some elements of 
surprise. 
My inclination in this direction stems in part from 
subliminal learning during many years of News and 
Views meetings at Nature. These Tuesday meetings were 
ostensibly to go over the papers we had accepted in the 
past week and discuss which were worthy of discussion 
(and sometimes celebration) in a News and Views article; 
the News and Views editor would then go away and try to 
commission the pieces. But with John at the helm, they 
often turned into post mortems, where the handling editor 
had to defend his or her decision to accept a paper. This 
could be quite intimidating — pity the poor editor who 
could not remember the precise details of a paper, or 
just why it had been accepted (it has to be said we were 
not always enthusiastic about every paper we accepted). 
John tended to give editors a particularly hard time over 
papers that, even though important, seemed to him rather 
routine... It always helped to have something “different” to talk about — he loved papers that were unusual, clever, 
amusing...
Even though Nature biology in those days was hugely 
successful and undoubtedly the mainstay of the journal, 
John often felt — or gave the impression of feeling — that 
something was not quite right. This manifested itself in 
various ways: one was regular haranguing of biologists for 
“not being quantitative enough”, as for example in his 1983 
editorial “Is biology now part of physics” (Nature 306, 311). 
Was this prescient, foreseeing current developments such 
as “systems biology”? Perhaps, though I think that view 
is a little generous — I recall my reaction at the time was 
that many areas of biology were already plenty quantitative 
enough, and that premature quantitative theorising was 
unlikely to be helpful.
Another time John worked himself up into a lather about 
Nature’s “biology problem”, the precise nature of which 
I cannot remember. He organised a lunch at his club, the 
Atheneum, inviting the biology editors and a few select 
biologists (Peter Goodfellow was one, I remember that; and 
I think Martin Raff was another). We all gathered in a private 
room at the Atheneum and sat down to a very traditional 
lunch — steak-and-kidney pie and apple crumble were two 
courses I think. And John raised the question: what is to 
be done...? Nothing came of it — I don’t think any of the 
assembled biologists could quite grasp what John was on 
about, why he thought there might be a problem. 
It is possible that this charade was all for political 
purposes — to prevent the biology editors from getting 
above ourselves, becoming too complacent. In retrospect 
it was a somewhat entertaining jaunt — the only time I 
have been inside a ‘gentleman’s club’.
John was undoubtedly a great editor, a “transformative 
editor” as Philip Campbell put it; most of that 
transformation of Nature was probably effected in his 
early years, during his first reign of which I had no direct 
experience. To us biology editors, he often came over as 
an opposing, somewhat disruptive force. But he had an 
uncanny knack of appointing talented colleagues, many 
of whom went on to have very successful careers beyond 
Nature in science editing or journalism. Those colleagues 
helped him to achieve Nature’s great success. And while 
he never allowed their working lives to become too 
comfortable, I think they (we) would all look back fondly 
on our time working for John; certainly, as the time since 
I left Nature has lengthened, my appreciation of the man 
has increased. As more than one former colleague has 
remarked “we shall not look upon his like again”.
Geoffrey North
